Abstract: The authors address the diagnosis problem in nonlinear systems by using the concept of the differential transcendence degree of a differential field extension. The authors also consider the algebraic observability concept of the variable which models the failure presence for the solvability of the diagnosis problem. The construction of a reduced-order uncertainty observer (unknown-input observer) to estimate the fault variable is the key step in the proposed approach. A simulation example that deals with a bioreactor process is presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the suggested approach.
Introduction
A key question in process control is how to detect, identify, estimate and accommodate faults in the process. The term fault (unknown input) means process degradation or degradation of the equipment performance caused by some change in the physical characteristics of the process, the input process or the ambient conditions. System diagnosis has been studied for more than three decades, and it has a rich literature of hundreds of papers, including many surveys, see for instance [1] . The reports on applications to industrial control systems are also numerous, we refer the reader to [2] and [3] . Initially, the investigations were strongly oriented towards work on the design of algorithms capable of realising the fault diagnostic task in linear systems, see for instance, [4] and [5] . In [6] a review of the principal observer-based fault diagnosis approaches for deterministic nonlinear dynamic systems is given, also, some schemes that extend the well-known diagnosis methods for linear systems to the nonlinear case are considered. In [7] a direct extension of the unknown-input observer (UIO) results in linear systems to the nonlinear case was considered. This approach takes advantage of the structure of the system model, which is assumed to be in an observable canonical form. An alternative to the nonlinear UIO approach in nonlinear uncertain systems, was proposed in [8] . It should be noted that the presence of modelling uncertainties will not be taken into account in our proposed method, however, we refer the reader to [9] and [10] where that the presence of uncertainties using this methodology is addressed. On the other hand, in [11] some simple fault detection and isolation observers were developed by directly using the results of the UIO given in [12] . In fact, a variety of approaches have been proposed to solve the diagnosis problem for nonlinear systems. An appealing approach is based on differential geometric methods that are summarised in [13 -21] . There are some authors who have proposed solutions to the fault detection and identification problem for a nonlinear system class in an algebraic and differential setting [9, 10, 22] . For instance [9] and [10] have presented an approach to the diagnosis the problem, which consists of translating the solvability of the problem in terms of the algebraic observability of the variable which models failure presence, and which is usually called the fault.
No connection between the diagnosability and observability of faults has been reported in the literature. However, we have to note the quite similar notions of input observability reported in [23] , fault detectability and distinguishability [24] and fault isolability [25] . Our methodology is based essentially in the language of differential algebra. In [22, 26 -28] , the methodologies employed for the observer design only include full-order observers which do not include uncertainty estimation.
We now consider the fault variable dynamics as an uncertainty. In our procedure it is not necessary to construction a full-order observer, we nearly construct a reduced-order uncertainty observer (UIO) using differential algebraic techniques applied to the fault estimation in the diagnosis problem. The methodology proposed consists of the following. Define first the function f(t) (faults) as an extra state of the system [22, 28, 29] , this function is written in terms of the states, the unknown inputs (faults) and the known inputs (u inputs system) of the system. The dynamics of this new state are unknown (i.e. f(t) is unknown). The original system is then converted into an extended system where the dynamics of the extra state are unknown and it is assumed to be bounded (hypothesis 1). The original problem is then an observation problem, where the aim is to observe this extra state of the system. As the dynamics of f(t) are unknown, a reduced-order observer for the unknown part of the system is proposed. In particular, for its simplicity, a proportional reduced-order observer is proposed. In order to assure that the estimation error for the augmented state is bounded, some assumptions are imposed on f(t), one is the requirement that f(t) must be algebraic over k hu; yi (differential field generated by k, u and y and their time derivatives) in order to be able to compute f(t). This assumption is presented as hypothesis 2, which is necessary in order to be able to solve the problem at hand. Then, we confront the problem of computing the derivative of the output y 1 (in our example we have considered two outputs y 1 and y 2 Þ when we obtain a differential equation for f f ðtÞ: However, this derivative of y 1 is not available. To overcome the problem or having derivatives of y 1 in the equation describing _ f ff f ðtÞ; an auxiliary function (completely artificial) is defined in such a way that it cancels out all the non-measurable terms such as the derivatives of y 1 : As a result of this action a well defined differential equation for is obtained which is then solved. To assure that a solution to the differential equation of exists, it is assumed that is a C 1 real-valued function (hypothesis 3), is then substituted into the differential equation off f ðtÞ and we are finally able to obtain an estimate of f(t). An example dealing with a biological reactor is considered to illustrate the effectiveness of the suggested approach. It should be pointed out that only additive faults to the input are considered, so that, the type of fault to be considered is additive. Previously [9] and [10] have considered the occurrence of multiplicative and additive failures simultaneously for the linear and nonlinear case using this approach. The intention of choosing the bioreactor example is to clarify the proposed methodology, its purpose is to highlight the simplicity and flexibility of the present approach. However, the class of systems for which this methodology can be applied contains systems that depend on the inputs and their time derivatives in a polynomial form.
Basic definitions
We start by introducing some basic definitions and notation (further details can be found in [9, 10, 26, 30] and references therein).
Definition 1: Differential field extension L=k is given by two differential fields k and L, such that: (i) k is a subfield of L; (ii) the derivation of k is the restriction to k of the derivation of L.
Example 1: R; Q and C are trivial fields of constants.
Example 2:
Rhe t i=R is a differential field extension R Rhe t i; e t is a solution of PðxÞ ¼ _ x x À x ¼ 0:
. . . ; n Þ be a set of elements of L. If it satisfies an algebraic differential equation Pð; _ ; € ; . . .Þ ¼ 0 with coefficients in k, it is called differentially k-algebraically dependent. In the opposite case, is called differentially k-algebraically independent. Any set of elements of L which is differentially k-algebraically independent and maximal with respect to inclusion forms a differential transcendence basis of L/k. Two such bases have the same cardinality. This is called the differential transcendence degree of L=k and denoted by diff tr d
L=k (some examples can be seen in [22] and [31] .
Definition 3:
The dynamics consists in a finitely generated differential algebraic extension G=khui ðG ¼ khu; i;
2 GÞ: Any element of G satisfies an algebraic differential equation with coefficients which are rational functions over k in the components of u and a finite number of their time derivatives.
Example 3: The input-output system € y y À uy ¼ 0 which is equivalent to the bilinear system:
can be seen as dynamics of the form Rhu; yi=Rhui; where G ¼ Rhu; yi; y 2 G and k ¼ R:
Definition 4: Let a subset {u, y} of G in the dynamics G=khui: An element in G is said to be algebraically observable with respect to {u, y} if it is algebraic over khu; yi. Therefore, a state x is said to be algebraically observable if, and only if, it is algebraically observable with respect to {u, y}. The dynamics G=khui with output y in G is said to be algebraically observable if, and only if, any state has this property.
Example 4:
The system S is algebraically observable, since, it is very easy to see that x 1 and x 2 satisfy two differential algebraic polynomials with coefficients in R i.e. x 1 and x 2 are algebraic elements in Rhu; yi; that is to say x 1 À y ¼ 0 and
The algebraic observability means that the differential field extension G=khu; yi is algebraic, i.e. the whole differential information is contained in khu; yi.
Let the nonlinear system be given by:
where
where u is a input vector (or known input) and f(t) is a fault vector (unknown input), yðtÞ 2 R p is the output measured vector, A and h are assumed to be analytical vector functions.
Definition 5:
A system such as (1) is said to be diagnosable if it is possible to estimate the fault f from the system equations and the time histories of the data u and y, i.e. is diagnosable if f is observable with respect to u and y.
Definition 6: The fault f is observable with respect to u and y if each component f i is algebraic over the differential field extension of k generated by the data u and y.
A new concept is considered in order to define an algebraically observable fault condition.
Definition 7: An element f in G is said to be an algebraically observable if f satisfies a differential algebraic equation with coefficients over kku, yl.
The algebraic observability notion requires that each fault component be able to be written as a solution of a polynomial equation in f i ; and finitely many time derivatives of u and y, with coefficients in k:
Definition 8: A system (1) is said to be uniquely diagnosable if it is diagnosable and the diagnosability conditions (2) have unique solutions f i in terms of u, y and their time derivatives.
Definition 9: A rationally diagnosable system is one for which the diagnosability conditions (2) are linear in the f i 's. A differential algebraic system (1) is rationally diagnosable if and only if it is diagnosable and its undisturbed defining differential field extension kku, f, x, yl, is equal to its external behaviour differential field extension kku, yl.
If system (1) is rationally diagnosable, then, for each fault component f i ; the diagnosability condition (2) reduces to:
is rationally diagnosable (see [9] ) since:
Linear systems are rationally diagnosable if and only if they are diagnosable. For nonlinear systems the situation is different, if a system is rationally diagnosable, there exist outputs such that the system becomes non-diagnosable, i.e. there are singular observation data for the diagnosability of the system. For instance, in system (1), when the output y is small (that is, its absolute value is small), then the system becomes non-diagnosable. This is to say,ỹ y ¼ 0 andũ u arbitrary are singular observation data for the diagnosability of the system [9] and [10] .
If a system is not diagnosable in the algebraic sense, but we still can estimate the fault f given the stability of its dynamics in terms of u, y and their time derivatives, then we would say that the f is detectable with respect to u and y [9] and [10] .
Remark 1:
The general result is that a system which is observable, is diagnosable if and only if its fault variable f is observable with respect to u, y and x [9].
Remark 2: Assume that system (1) is with no control, then it is diagnosable only if it has as many measurements as fault variables [9] . System (1) is said to be diagnosable if f is observable with respect to u and y.
3 Statement of the problem
On the diagnosability condition
We give more details about the relation between the diagnosability and observability of a system. We already have pointed out in [10] that a diagnosable system need not be observable, and vice versa. Recall the following simple example
which is diagnosable ð f ¼ _ y y À y À uÞ but not observable (x 1 is not observable with respect to u and y).
We have a result which should be borne in mind. This is an immediate consequence of the general transitivity of the observability property [10] .
On the minimal number of measurements
The basic practical question is how many measurements does one need to make a system diagnosable? An answer to the full question would be a valuable piece of information to a system expert who wants to optimise, for example, the number of sensors [10] .
An important property concerns towers of differential field extensions.
Take: K L M: Then:
In what follows, we establish an important result [32] . 
Some properties
By applying the property concerned with the differential field towers, we have: k khui khu; yi kh u u; yi; then
On the other hand, we have:
From (6) and (7) we obtain:
Now, we know that an input-output system is left invertible [31] , if and only if, diff tr d kh yi=k ¼ m; where m is the number of components of the input u, but this implies that: diff tr d kh u u; yi=k ¼ m; Then diff tr d kh u u; yi=kh u ui ¼ 0; so we obtain the following:
We are now in position to prove theorem 2.
Proof: For proof of sufficiency, let us suppose that diff tr d kh u ui=khui is equal to the number of fault components (), and since each fault component is transcendental over kkul (i.e. we can obtain a system with only transcendental components by replacing the algebraic components for an algebraic equation in kkul), then diff tr d kh u ui=khui is also equal to the number of fault components, which implies: diff tr d kh u u; yi=khu; yi ¼ 0; that is to say, the fault variable f is algebraic ( f is diagnosable) over kku, yl, which concludes the first part of the proof.
As a proof of necessity, we only need to assume that the fault f is algebraic over kku, yl, then: diff tr d khu; yi= khui ¼ diff tr d kh u ui=khui; and it is very easy to see that:
diff tr d khu; yi=khui ¼ ; where m is the number of components of the fault f. A 4 Reduced-order uncertainty observer synthesis Let us consider the nonlinear system given by (1), the fault vector f is unknown and we can assimilate it as a state with uncertain dynamics, then to estimate it we can extend the state vector to deal with the unknown fault vector [29] and the new system is given by:
u uÞ _ f f ðtÞ ¼ Vðx; u uÞ yðtÞ ¼ hðx; uÞ ð10Þ
where Vðx; u uÞ is considered as an uncertain function which is bounded.
We suppose that the system (10) is universally observable [26, 30] . We can determine the diagnosability system and obtain the diagnosability condition (2) as a polynomial in f i ; and u and y, and their time derivatives with coefficients in k.
We assume that the system state (10) is known from output direct measurements, and V(x, f, u) is an unknown function that depends on the states of the system. Now, by considering that the fault uncertain dynamics are algebraically observable we can write the following equation for the uncertainty dynamics of the fault f:
However, a typical structure observer can not be constructed because the term V(x, f, u) is unknown. We now propose a reduced-order uncertainty observer in order to estimate the failure variable f. We establish an important result. We will assume the following hypotheses are satisfied:
Hypothesis 2: f(t) is algebraically observable over kku, yl.
Hypothesis 3: u is a C 1 real-valued function.
Next lemma 1 describes the construction of a proportional reduced-order observer for the system (11).
Lemma 1:
The system:
is an asymptotic reduced order observer for system (11), wheref f denotes the estimate of f, K 2 R þ (K can be chosen in a Hardy field [33] ) determines the desired convergence rate of the observer. If the following hypothesis is satisfied:
¼ 0 with t 0 sufficiently large and
Proof: Let us define the fault estimation error as follows: 
then, with hypotheses 1 -4 and using triangle and CauchySchwarz inequalities from (13) we obtain:
Thus, as t ! t 0 with t 0 sufficiently large:
from hypothesis 1 and 4:
0 lim sup
This means that we can apply the case 1 1 of L'Hopital's rule as follows:
from hypothesis 4:
Therefore, the reduced order observer given by (1) has an asymptotic behaviour.
Corollary 1:
The dynamic system (12) along with:
constitute a proportional asymptotic reduced-order fault observer for the system (11), where u is a change of variable which depends on the estimated faultf f and the state variables.
Remark 3: It should be noted that an integral action can be added to the proportional asymptotic reduced-order fault observer thereby achieving robustness in the observation process [34] .
Simulation results for a bioreactor model
It is well known that the behaviour of biotechnology processes is complicated, for example: their dynamics are strongly nonlinear and nonstationary. The model parameters do not remain constant. This is mainly due to metabolic variations and also physiological and genetic modifications. A key question in bioprocess control is how to detect, identify, estimate and accommodate faults in the process.
Here, we have applied our research to the application of bioreactors [9] .
We consider the examples of a cell culture given in [35] . The dynamic model that describes the system is given by the following balance equations for S, L and X, respectively:
where y 1 and y 2 are the outputs of the system, the glucose concentration S and the concentration of lactate L respectively. For the study of the diagnosis problem, we have considered the term f as the fault in the system corresponding to the input concentration S 0 ; in this case f 2 R; it should be pointed out that only additive fault to the input is considered. The objective is to detect and isolate the fault when it is present. We assume that the kinetics expressions for both specific growth rates are given by [35] :
where max;i ; i ¼ 1; 2 are the maximum specific growth rate for both respiration and fermentation reactions, respectively, K R and K F are the saturation constants, and K L the inhibition constant.
Since, we want to estimate the fault, we extend the state vector to deal with the fault vector, i.e. ðx T ; f T Þ T : The fault f is considered as a state variable with uncertainty dynamics.
We can see that the system (22) is diagnosable in the sense of theorem 2 and definition 5, that is to say, the fault f in the system is observable (definition 4) with respect to u and y, if f satisfies an algebraic polynomial with coefficients in Rhu; yi; as well as, it is clear that diff tr d Rhu; yi=Rhui ¼ 1:
The fault f 2 R; is algebraically observable if f satisfies the differential polynomial with coefficients in Rhu; yi; i.e. considering the output y 1 ¼ S; the fault is given by the polynomial where V(S, L, X, f, D) is an unknown function which depends on the states of the system. A typical structure observer can not be constructed because the term V(S, L, X, f, D) is unknown. By using lemma 1 we propose a proportional asymptotic reducedorder fault observer in order to estimate the failure variable f, given by:
u is obtained from the differential equation given by:
With this estimator it is possible to detect the fault f that appears at some fixed time instant and solve the diagnosability problem. Here, we have considered that the value of the biomass concentration X is obtained from an asymptotic observer constructed from an observable subsystem of (22).
Numerical results
We verify the performance of the fault estimator by simulation from (25) and (26) together with the proportional reduced-order fault estimator (24) . The fault is merely simulated as a function of the time which appears at some instant and it is considered as f ¼ v 1 Â D; with v 1 a weight function. The fault f was chosen to be non-zero for t 2 ½55; 56 h; and t 2 ½100; 120; i.e. the simulated failure in S 0 occurs when t ¼ 55 h and stops when t ¼ 65 h; it also occurs between t ¼ 100; and t ¼ 120: In Fig. 1 Table 1 .
The simulation has a time interval of 150 h, that is, 100 h with a constant flow rate and 50 h with batch operation. The gain parameter in the proportional reduced-order fault observer is fixed as K ¼ 2:
Conclusions
We have tackled the diagnosis problem in nonlinear systems using the concept of the differential transcendence degree of a differential field extension. We have also considered the algebraic observability concept of the variable which models the failure presence for the solvability of the diagnosis problem. We have designed a reduced-order uncertainty observer to estimate the fault variable. We have presented a simulation example dealing with a bioreactor process to illustrate the effectiveness of the suggested approach.
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